openQA Tests - action #102737

status: resolved

Test fails in first_boot

2021-11-20 02:30 - gyribeiro

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Bugsys user
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Unknown
Difficulty: 0%

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario sle-15-SP4-Online-Y-Staging-s390x-default_install_staging_s390x@s390x-kvm-sle12 fails in first_boot

Test suite description

Maintainer: coolo

Just installation, default options

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build Y.29.49

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
- Related to openQA Tests - action #102740: [desktop] test fails in first_boot ...

History

#1 - 2021-11-24 02:12 - zcjia
- Related to action #102740: [desktop] test fails in first_boot for s390x added

#2 - 2021-11-24 02:13 - zcjia
- Status changed from New to Resolved

Closing, because it is the same one as https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/102740